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960H Uncut: Understanding the Difference
New sensors, more pixels
960H refers to a new class of advanced imaging sensors that capture more pixels per target object to provide a maximum of 720TVL –
the highest available image quality for the PAL and NTSC standards. This new technology serves as a bridge between standard
resolution and high definition solutions, making 960H the best option for ultra-high resolution video without switching to IP.

Understand the difference
For video source applications such as CCTV, resolution is measured in television lines (TVL). This is the number of alternating black
and white vertical lines that can be resolved per picture height – that is, the number of lines distinguishable across three-fourths of the
width of a television screen.
To obtain the TVL value for a given sensor, simply divide the number of horizontal pixels by the aspect ratio. Using this formula we see
that a 960H CCD sensor has resolution of 720TVL, while a 760H CCD sensor can provide 570TVL.
Imaging Pipeline
Approximately 30% of
resolution is lost as
the image passes
through the various
components of the
imaging pipeline.
This is the absolute maximum resolution a monochrome camera can potentially achieve. In reality, various factors in the image pipeline
reduce the resolution that is actually achievable on a monitor by approximately thirty percent. For example, the color filter of a CCD
camera uses a portion of this overall resolution to detect color differences. As such, a 960H camera can achieve an effective screen
resolution of 650TVL at best. Similarly, a 760H camera with 570TVL of horizontal resolution in monochrome mode, can deliver a screen
resolution of only 540TVL.

Effective pixels
Raw image sensor resolution (max.)
Effective screen resolution (color)

960H CCD

760H CCD

976 (H) x 494 (V)

768 (H) x 494 (V)

720TVL

570TVL

~650TVL*

~540TVL*

* Actual values may vary based on individual system characteristics

See the difference
Ideal for capturing fine scene details, 960H sensors are capable of delivering images with 30 percent higher resolution than previous
generation analog 760H sensors. The following examples demonstrate the superior image quality obtained when using 960H.
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960H CCD

Test Pattern

960H sensor maintains high
image contrast to clearly
distinguish closely-spaced
vertical lines. 760H sensor is
unable to provide the same level
of clarity.

Maintains high contrast to
distinguish line spacing

760H CCD
Loss of contrast between line
spacing

Indoor Scene

960H CCD

The 960H image is smoother
with more vibrancy, clarity, and
detail compared to 760H. Note
that the high contrast of 960H
provides sufficient detail to
count the buttons on the
register.

760H CCD
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Know the difference
As previously explained, there is a technical limitation to the maximum resolution that a given sensor can achieve. Some
manufacturers use incorrect or confusing information to say a camera can deliver higher resolution than is actually possible. So, how
can you tell the difference?
Determine which image sensor is being used
Check the manufacturer’s data sheet for the sensor type.
refer to the table above to identify the sensor.

If it is not specifically stated, look for the Effective Number of Pixels and

Verify the camera resolution
Check the manufacturer’s data sheet for the reported camera resolution
for the sensor type.

and use the table above to verify if this is the correct value

Manufacturer ‘A’ Data Sheet
Some manufacturers are still
using the old 760H image sensor
but claim the ultra-high resolution
that only a 960H can achieve.

Manufacturer ‘B’ Data Sheet
Some manufacturers are unclear
on the resolution they state,
causing confusion and
misrepresentation in the market.
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Bosch Data Sheet
Bosch makes it easy with no
guess work involved.

Get the most out of 960H
960H sensors deliver crisp, clear video at the highest resolution available for analog systems and also offer extraordinary performance
in low light. With an increased pixel count and an image with 30 percent greater pixel density, every frame contains more information
and more detail.
Smart Solutions
Bosch has everything you
need to build a complete
960H system — from
cameras and lenses to
digital video recorders
and monitors.

To fully realize the benefit of this exceptional image quality requires a complete end-to-end 960H system solution – 960H camera, 960H
DVR, and high-resolution monitor with HDMI output. To maximize your investment, choose a supplier who can provide 960H support
across the entire imaging chain.
With minimal additional cost for improved picture quality, 960H solutions are Ideal for anyone who wants ultra-high resolution analog
technology. Now is the time to consider upgrading your surveillance solutions.
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